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Abstract. The product pricing decision is one of the important factors in the pro tability

1. Introduction

the pro tability and survival of the organization. For
example, if the initial resources of an organization are
bulky, the factory should be in the vicinity of the suppliers of raw materials. Moreover, when products are
bulky, the factory should not be far from customers. In
addition to the economic impact, the selection principle
or non-principle location can a ect the cultural, social,
and environmental aspects. Location is generally seen
as a decision closely related to the demand, which in
turn is primarily associated with prices. The factors
a ecting product pricing are generally divided into two
internal and external groups. One of the external
factors is market properties with the marketplace and
the number of customers serving as two sub-branches of
market properties [1]. Therefore, the price of products
and services is determined based on the demand and
location of customers. In conclusion, location and
pricing can be mutually interrelated. Location is a
long-term decision and pricing appears to be a short-
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of organizations, which has a key role in their survival. Moreover, pricing is determined
based on the demand and location of applicants. Therefore, the location of facilities and
services in uences the pricing. Also, the location problem is a critical issue in the survival of
an organization. Furthermore, the hub location problem is a type of location problems that
has many applications and saves time and money. On the other hand, location is impossible
without considering transportation, and transportation has many negative e ects on the
environment, such as greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, noise, etc. For this reason,
it is important to consider the environmental costs to reduce the adverse e ects. This
study considers integrated pricing and hub location problem with environmental costs in
the competitive market where customer choice is calculated according to the Logit Model
(LM). We use Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve and observe the environmental cost, entrant
pro t, incumbent income, impact of customer sensitivity, and discount between hubs on
the entrant pro t. As the nal point, the computational experiments demonstrate that the
suggested GA is both ecient and e ective.
© 2022 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

Price is a measurement and criterion and pricing is just
determining the value of goods and services. Pricing
is a common practice with a considerable impact on
the pro t and loss of an organization. Also, a correct
pricing policy is e ective in survival, cost coverage, and
expanded sales, which in turn translates into a larger
market share.
Evidence suggests that determining a place to
build an industrial plant is one of the basic decisions of
investors that can play an essential role in directing
the strategic orientation of the factory, as it a ects
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term decision; in fact, it represents a continuous
process. For this reason, the organization needs to
consider the issues of optimal location and appropriate
pricing together.
The location decision aims to nd the best site
for facilities, factories, or companies to reduce costs.
Nonetheless, connecting all nodes could be costly and
time-consuming and reduce the eciency of the model.
Hence, it is essential to incorporate a network design in
the location problems. To overcome this problem, the
hub-and-spoke network topology is used. A key feature
of this network is that it can be applied to indirect and
fewer connections between Origin/Destination (O/D)
pairs using hub nodes. The hub nodes are tasked with
the collection, transshipment, and distribution. Also,
the connection of two hub nodes is moderated with
a discount factor, which is shown by 0 
 1.
Therefore, reducing connections and incorporating the
discount factor between hub nodes can reduce overall
transportation costs.
Hub Location Problems (HLPs) typically involve
locating hub nodes and non-hub nodes as well as
allocating non-hub nodes to hub nodes with spoke
links. The objective of this problem is to minimize
costs and distance or maximize pro t. In fact, in HLPs,
location and network design decisions are combined.
Hub location is important for a wide range of scienti c
and industrial processes such as transportation [2],
postal services [3], and telecommunications [4]. One of
the best functional examples of pricing at HLP is the
airline industry. Pricing at the airport is considered
during the planning horizon. Although a daily route
may have di erent pricing depending on the pricing
policy of the airport, its pricing over a planning horizon
indicates the average of all prices during that period.
Naturally, hub airports have a greater demand than
non-hub airports. As a result, the number of ights
and the need for new airplanes will be higher, as will be
the amount of required fuel. In addition to optimizing
ights schedule, the probability of increasing demand
for an airport runway should be considered. Therefore,
problems such as runway pavement, resource consumption, noise, and Greenhouse Gas (GHGs) emissions
induced by extra ights, all of which hurt the ecosystem, should be considered. Among these deleterious
e ects, GHGs emissions, especially CO2 is the most
concerning [5]. Also, in addition to a ecting human
health and ecosystem, air pollution impacts nations'
economic dimensions; these e ects on housing prices
are studied by Chen and Shiyi [6].
Since routing is an integral part of location decision, and vehicles can damage the environment and human health, it is important to consider environmental
costs through the optimal use of vehicles by choosing
the optimal path as part of the pricing decision at
HLPs. The pollution generated by a vehicle depends
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on its load and speed, among other factors [7].
There is a paucity of research on the impact of
environmental costs on hub location with few studies
considering pricing at hub location together with environmental costs. Hence, we consider integrated pricing
and HLP with environmental costs in this paper. The
competitive market is studied because it resembles the
real world and special discriminatory pricing policy.
The price-sensitive demand is more compatible with
real-life conditions. The process of customer choice is
modeled using a Logit Model (LM), which is mostly
used for representing a discrete choice. One of the
major attributes of this model is matching di erent
features of options. For example, some variables
associated with transportation include cost, waiting
time, travel time, type of car, and price. This model
also has a sensitivity parameter denoted by . A
large  implies that consumers are sensitive to price
and they concentrate on less expensive paths, and
vice versa (for more studies on LMs, see [8,9]). Also,
this paper gives an account of environmental costs
and analyzes the impact of  and di erent discount
factors = [0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 1] on the entrant's pro t
and the incumbent's (i.e., existing company) income.
It is assumed that the incumbent charges its costs
plus an additional percentage to their customers (i.e.,
mill pricing). When customers transport the product
from the rm to their warehouses or other places, the
pricing strategy is mill pricing. In this case, the full
price for all customers irrespective of their locations is
equal to mill price, plus transportation cost. However,
in the uniform pricing, customers pay the same price
regardless of distance; however, ordinarily, the rm
may refuse to transport beyond a certain maximal
range [10]. We do not consider the incumbent's pro t
as it is assumed to have existed in the market for a while
and therefore, its investment costs have shrunken.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the recent studies.
Section 3 describes the problem and model formulation. Sections 4 and 5 present the statistical analysis
using the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) dataset and
discussion, respectively. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section 6.

2. Literature review
In this section, a review of relevant literature is provided. Goldman [11] was the rst to introduce the HLP
network, but the rst mathematical formulation of an
HLP was presented by O'Kelly [12]. In the classical hub
location models, it is assumed that all hub nodes are
completely connected via hub links that are discounted
by a constant factor. Furthermore, in the classic
models, non-hub nodes are not connected directly.
A new approach to HLPs called hub arc location
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was introduced by Campbell et al. [13,14]. In this
approach, the assumption that all hubs are connected is
relaxed, generating some unrealistic results in real-life
applications [15].
As mentioned earlier, HLP is used in many
areas. Nickel et al. [16] introduced the rst mixedinteger programming models for public transportation
networks. They suggested two models: Public Transport (PT) and Generalized Public Transport (GPT).
Then, Gelareh and Nickel [17] expanded PT into Hub
Location Model for Public Transport (HLPPT) by
reducing the number of variables and constraints.
Generally, solutions can be categorized into exact
and approximation methods. Some of the exact methods include game theory [18], branch and bound [19],
and dynamic programming [20]. One of the approximation methods is metaheuristic. Di erent algorithms
have been proposed to be metaheuristic including tabu
search algorithm [21], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [22],
and variable neighborhood search algorithm [23].
For further studies on hub location with alternate
assumptions in the transportation area, see [24,25].
The objective of most studies in the hub location is to
minimize costs and travel time or maximize pro t and
service level. Some researchers such as Campbell [15]
have integrated both cost and service. However, the
location decision is not the only pro table component
of the company and pricing plays a critical role in
pro tability. One of the most notable examples is
pricing at 27 large US airports, which helped solve the
delay problem of 13 passenger-years and 1000 aircrafthours and save 3{5 million dollars daily [26].
There are a host of studies on pricing-location and
HLPs. In the following, some studies on pricing hub
locations are reviewed. Spiller [27] was one of the rst
to study the pricing of the hub and spoke networks in
the monopoly market at airlines. Daniel [28] modeled
a congestion pricing problem at large hub airports
that accounted for the capacity of hubs and stochastic
queues. Oum et al. [29] examined marginal pricing policy over a network of hub-and-spoke airports. Another
paper on pricing at hub airports was the study undertaken by Nero and Black [30]. This article di ered from
another relevant research in considering environmental
costs. Vowles [31] explored the determinants of airfare
prices in the hub-to-hub market.
Moreover, some studies described in the following
have been researched on the environmental aspect of
hub location. O'Kelly considered the environmental
costs and bene ts of using hubs [32]. He worked on
fuel burn as an indicator of environmental cost. Loo et
al. worked on the impact of the environmental aspects
of hub nodes in air transportation [33]. They used data
of Greek and Hong Kong/Sanya ight information.
Niakan et al. considered a multi-objective model in
which two objectives in this model minimize fuel

consumption and greenhouse emissions costs [34]. As
another research, Zhalechian et al. presented a multiobjective model [35]. An objective of their model
minimized pollution costs.
Simultaneous consideration of hub location and
pricing problems was rst undertaken by Luer-Villagra
and Marianov [22]. In their model, the number of hubs,
prices, and locations were determined.
The factors a ecting carrier pricing behavior were
studied by Zhang et al. [36]. They investigated the
e ect of hub hierarchy on the airfare pricing in a
competitive market. Lin and Zhang [37] analyzed the
discriminatory pricing of the airfare on the hub-andspoke network. An analysis of the discriminatory pricing in a hub airport, which accounted for congestion,
scheduling, and capacity investment, was conducted by
Lin and Zhang [38].
However, hub networks make extra environmental
costs, which have been discussed in the literature.
What is not yet clear is the impact of environmental
costs on pricing in the HLP. Therefore, the main
contribution of this paper is modeling an integrated
hub location and pricing problem with environmental costs. To increase compatibility with real-world
applications, some aspects such as single allocation,
special discriminatory pricing, and competitive market
were considered and the LM was used for modeling the
process of customer choice.

3. Model formulation
One of the best examples of application-based pricing
in hub location is the ground fright services. These
prices are determined by factors such as the number
of competitors, the load of frights, and the distance
between the origin and destination nodes. As is known,
in this service, capacity and demand at hub nodes are
higher than those at other nodes. As a result, the
number of transportation and the need for new vehicles
is increasing at hub nodes. This issue results in more
fuel consumption. Perhaps, there is also a need for
a new freeway or highway and maintenance of asphalt.
Therefore, more fuel and GHGs are added as a result of
added transportation. All of these have adverse e ects
on the ecosystem. In this application, vehicle speed
and acceleration are di erent in each transportation
according to the characteristics of the road. Hence,
in the following, we consider a hub-and-spoke network
in the competitive market in which the rst company
(incumbent) operated. The second company (entrant)
desired to enter this market and maximize its pro t
by choosing the optimum hub-and-spoke network and
prices. The incumbent used a hub network topology.
The entrant's price covered costs in addition to a xed
pro t percentage. Both entrant and incumbent could
use common hub nodes, but this led to congestion. As
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a result, the incumbent and entrant's hub nodes were
di erent from each other.
Some of the basic assumptions of this model are
as follows:
 All incumbent and entrant's hubs are interconnected;
 The discount factor is considered for inter-hub connections and non-hub nodes are forbidden;
 The customer decision process is modeled by an LM;
 The environmental costs depended on the speed of
the vehicle;
 A single allocation strategy is employed for the
entrant;
 The hub nodes of the incumbent are speci ed;
 Mill pricing strategy is considered for an incumbent;
 A completed hub network is considered.
In the following, rst sets, indices, parameters, and
variables are de ned and then the model is described.

sets:

- N : Set of all nodes;
- P : Set of incumbent hubs.

Indices:

- i; j : Origin and destination nodes;
- k; m: Entrant hub nodes.

Parameters:

- qij : Demand between origin i and destination j ;
- Fk : Fixed cost of opening a hub node;
- : Discount factor between hub nodes;
- : Discount factor between non-hub origin and hub
destination;
- @ : Discount factor between hub origin and non-hub
destination;
- dij : Distance between i and j ;
- cf : Unit cost of fuel;
- e: Unit cost of GHGs emitted;
- a: Acceleration of the vehicle (m/s2 );
- g: Gravitational constant (9.81 m/s2 );
- ij : Road angle between nodes i and j ;
- vij : Speed of the vehicle between nodes i and j ;
- cr ; cd : Coecients of rolling resistance and aerodynamic drag;
- : Air density (kg/m3 );
- ij : The arc speci c constant calculated using
Eq. (1) [7]:
ij = a + g sin ij + gCr cos ij

8 i; j 2 N: (1)
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- A: Frontal surface area of the vehicle (m2 );
- : A vehicle-speci c constant calculated using
Eq. (2) [7]:
= 0:5cd A:

(2)

- cij : Variable cost per unit of the ow between nodes
i and j , which is obtained through Eq. (3):

8 i; j 2 N:

cij = (cf + e)ij dij

(3)

- cijkm : Variable cost per unit of the ow between
nodes i and j that passes through one or two hub(s)
and is achieved using Eq. (4):
ccijkm =   cik +

 ckm + @  cmj

8 i; j; k; m 2 N:

(4)

- kij : The xed cost per unit of the ow for each arc
between nodes i and j ;
- : The sensitivity parameter of the LM;
- deltaijsn (i; j 2 N; s; n 2 P ): The extra percentage
charged by the incumbent between origin and destination nodes makes pro ts. This percentage may be
di erent for each path and it is assumed that these
values are produced uniformly at [0:1; 0:4], which is
inspired from [22];
- pijsn : Incumbent price, which is obtained from
Eq. (5). This equation is de ned according to
the mill pricing strategy which is de ned as an
assumption:
pijsn = (1 + deltaijsn )  ccijsn ;

8 i; j 2 N; s; n 2 P:

(5)

- ij : This parameter is obtained from Eq. (6):
ij =

X

s;n2P

Variables:

exp

pijsn



8 i; j 2 N:

(6)

- xijkm : The fraction of ow between i and j served
via entrant's hub nodes k and m. (i; j; k; m 2 N );
- pijkm : The entrant's price to transfer one unit of
ow between i and j through hub nodes k and m.
(i; j; k; m 2 N );
- hik = 1: If the entrant makes a connection between
the non-hub node i and hub node k; 0: otherwise.
(i; k 2 N );
- yk = 1: If the entrant creates one hub at node k; 0:
otherwise. (k 2 N ).
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Description of the model:
max

X

i;j;k;m2N

(pijkm
X

i;k2N
2
4

cijkm ) qij xijkm
kik hik

X

i;k2N

+
xijkm =

P

s;n2N

X

i;j 2N

strategy. Constraints (12) ensure that node i remains
connected to node k when k is a hub. Constraints (13)
indicate that node i connects to node k when i is nonhub. Finally, the last four constraints exhibit types of
decision variables.
As can be seen, this model is mixed-integer nonlinear programming and incorporation of pricing and
HLP adds to the complexity of the model. An exact
process for a problem of this size would be excessively
time-consuming, as four indices must be formulated for
the pricing of each path. Therefore, GA is used to resolve this problem. The reasons for choosing a GA are:

X

k 2N

Fk yk

(cf + e)dik (vik )2 hik
3

(cf + e)dij (vij )2 yi yj 5 ; (7)

exp ( pijkm )
(his hnj exp ( pijsn )) + ij

8 i; j; k; m 2 N;

(8)

xijkm  hik

8 i; j; k; m 2 N; i =6 j;

(9)

xijkm  hjm

8 i; j; k; m 2 N; i =6 j;

(10)

X

8 i 2 N;

(11)

hik  yk

8 i; k 2 N;

(12)

hik  1 yi

8 i; k 2 N; i =6 k;

(13)

yk 2 f0; 1g

8 k 2 N;

(14)

hik 2 f0; 1g

8 i; k 2 N;

(15)

pijkm  0

8 i; j; k; m 2 N;

(16)

xijkm  0

8 i; j; k; m 2 N:

(17)

k 2N

hik = 1

The objective function (Eq. (7)) maximizes the entrant's pro t, which comprises the income with xed
and variable costs subtracted. Generally, there are
four types of cost including variable costs per unit
of ow, xed costs per unit of ow for each arc,
xed costs of opening a hub node, and environmental
costs incurred by the vehicle speed between entrant's
hubs. The last term of cost function is inspired by [7].
Constraint (8) shows a fraction of ow or market
share served by entrant according to the LM. This
market share is earned by prices that entrant wants
to consider. Constraints (9) and (10) ensure that
origin i and destination j are assigned to the hub
nodes k and m, respectively, and xijkm can take a
value. Constraints (11) represent a single allocation

1. No need for local search processes, as genetic operators assist the algorithm to discover the solution
space;
2. GAs have also had many successes in solving various
problems including hub location-based problems
(see [39,40]);
3. GAs are proven to be having a good and nearoptimal solution [41].
At each step of GA, possible solutions and arc
connections are discovered for HLP. Moreover, pricing
problems and environmental costs are resolved, and
the optimum ows and prices are obtained. Finally,
the objective value is calculated after subtracting costs
from income. The pricing problem is proved according
to [22].

3.1. Genetic Algorithm (GA)

GA is the most popular metaheuristic search technique
that is widely used for nding near-optimal (and sometimes optimal) solutions to optimization problems.
First, random feasible solutions with population size
(npop ) in the valid hub-and-spoke networks are created
and saved in a solution set S . This value in our
algorithm is set at 10 using trial-and-error method.
Each member of the population is called chromosome
and each chromosome consists of several genes. Then,
the main loop of the algorithm is initiated. On each iteration of the algorithm, two solutions (called parents)
are randomly selected from S , and two solutions are
generated by applying a single-point crossover operator
called o spring. Then, an o spring is mutated with
probability pm . The objective function is calculated
for all produced solutions. In the next step, the
previous population produces o spring of crossover,
and mutation is merged and sorted according to the
objective function so that the rst npop is chosen.
One round of the loop ends in this part and the
algorithm keeps iterating until an ending condition has
occurred. The components of the GA are described in
the following.

3.1.1. Solution representation
The solution representation is an important component
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Figure 1. Example of the solution representation.
of the GA, as it a ects the performance and runtime of
the algorithm. Here, we use a binary display and the
hub nodes and nodes connections are shown as a binary
string. For example, if an entrant's potential hubs
set is f4; 11; 14; 18g and nodes f4; 14; 18g are chosen
as the hub, the solution representation for hub nodes
and nodes assignment would be as follows. As shown in
Figure 1(a), the value of node cells f4; 14; 18g is equal
to one. Also, in the node assignment representation
shown in Figure 1(b), the value of the rst cell is 18,
meaning that the rst node is assigned to the hub node
18 or the fourth hub node.

3.1.2. Crossover operator
The basic operator for producing new solutions in GA
is a crossover. The crossover operator discovers the
solutions for a search space. In this paper, we used
the roulette wheel to select parents and single-point
crossover. This study used vertical or horizontal cuts in
the vector or matrix randomly and produced two new
o spring that shared some parts of both parents. If nh
is the number of the hubs, a 1-point crossover operator
uses a random number t 2 [1; nh 1] to cut the parent
vectors. If nodes f4; 11; 14; 18g are entrant potential
hubs, as shown in Figure 2, two parents are selected
and a random number of o spring are generated as
follows. Also, a random number is generated again for
infeasible o spring.
In the rst parent, nodes f4; 14; 18g are selected as
the hub, meaning that variables y1 , y3 , and y4 are equal
to 1. In the second parent, nodes f11; 18g are selected
as the hub. Then, t = 2 is chosen for random cutting of
the point and the o spring is produced. After the cutting of parents, the rst o spring would be composed of
the rst part of the rst parent and the second part of
the second parent, meaning that nodes f4; 18g become
a hub and variables y1 and y4 will be equal to 1. The
crossover rate in the suggested GA is set at 0.6.
3.1.3. Mutation operator
The mutation operator makes some changes in genes of
the chromosome with low probability. This is intended

Figure 2. Example of the single-point crossover.

Figure 3. Example of the swap method.
to escape from the local optimum and prevent early
convergence. Also, the mutation maintains diversity in
the population. In this step, one solution is selected
randomly and some chromosome genes are changed.
We used the swap method to create a neighborhood.
In this method, two random numbers are produced and
their genes are moved. An example of a swap method
is shown in Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3, by considering nodes
f4; 11; 14; 18g as the potential hub set, nodes f4; 14; 18g
are chosen as the hub. Then, numbers 2 and 3 are
created randomly and the o spring is produced by
moving the second and third cells. It should be noted
that the mutation rate is set at 0.4 for this GA.

4. Computational experiments
For model evaluation, the CAB dataset was used for 25
nodes [42] and kij was calculated based on the following
expression [43]:
cij =qij
kij = 10
8 i; j 2 N: (18)
max(k;m)2P H ckm =qkm
In the parameters related to environmental costs, cd =
0:7 and A = 5 [44]; cr = 0:012 [45] and cf = 7; e = 5,
g = 9:81, p = 1:2041, and a = 0:1. Also, ij and ij
were obtained from [7]. deltaijsn was produced uniformly at [0:1; 0:4] and the speed of the vehicle was uniform at [40; 100] km/h. Also, = f0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 1g,
@ =  = 1, and  = f3:85; 5:78; 7:7; 9:63; 11:55; 15:39g
were also used [22]. It should be noted that for
a dataset with 25 nodes to balance the parameters,
kij and Fk are divided by 100. Also, the whole
environmental costs are divided by 10000.
We solved this problem with Basic Open-source
Nonlinear Mixed Integer programming (BONMIN)
solver and GA programmed in MATLAB 2016 for the
rst 5 nodes of the dataset using a PC with a Core
i5 processor of 2.5 GHz and 4 GB of RAM with =
f0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8g and  = f3:85; 5:78; 7:7; 9:63; 11:55g.
The results are shown in Table 1. In this example, the
incumbent's hubs are 2 and 4. Moreover, the potential
entrant's hubs are all ve nodes.
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Table 1. Comparison of the results of BONMIN and GA.
GA
Solution time Objective
(s)



3.85

5.78

7.7

9.63

11.55

BONMIN
Solution time Objective
(s)

0.2

20

8914.2358

1306.593

8914.2358

0.4

20

8338.9

2720.25

8338.9

0.6

24

8158.6212

2785.63

8158.6212

0.8

69

8109.0726

2740.54

8109.0726

0.2

61

8015.2817

2707.462

8015.2817

0.4

53

7156.778

2683.547

7156.778

0.6

54

6363.8319

2677.236

6363.8319

0.8

53

6172.3868

2700.543

6172.3868

0.2

54

7482.9668

2823.76

7482.9668

0.4

51

6478.8546

2834.25

6478.8546

0.6

61

5800.3765

2807.807

5800.3765

0.8

55

5470.3055

2845.76

5470.3055

0.2

55

7302.4297

2878.65

7302.4297

0.4

61

6197.7196

2850.635

6197.7196

0.6

53

5982.394

2892.483

5982.394

0.8

53

5464.2763

2897.32

5464.2763

0.2

66

7059.131

3305.67

7059.131

0.4

56

5944.0264

3313.78

5944.0264

0.6

59

6425.2105

3620.673

6425.2105

0.8

59

5482.6326

3635.318

5482.6326

As shown in Table 1, the objective function values
obtained from BONMIN and GA are the same, but
the solution time of BONMIN and GA is signi cantly
di erent. The solution time increases by enlarging the
size of the problem, and a PC with listed con gurations
would be unable to solve this problem. As a result, the
use of GA would yield better results.
For the analysis of data, the impact of ,  and
the ratio of entrant number of the potential hub (nh)
to the incumbent hub number (nhmt) on the Entrant
Pro t (EP) was examined for the CAB dataset using
only GA with 10 replications. The average Incumbent

Income (II) (not the pro t) was considered because
the incumbent was in the market for a while [22].
It is worth mentioning that when (nh < nhmt), nh
is considered as the entrant potential hubs; when
(nh > nhmt), nh acts as entrant hubs (not potential
hubs) because the number of the hub(s) selected by
the entrant may be less than nhmt in GA, which
contradicts (nh > nhmt). In this research, when
(nh > nhmt), nh was f4; 11; 14; 18g and nhmt was
f7; 13; 17g; when (nh < nhmt), nh was f11; 14; 18g
and nhmt was f4; 7; 13; 17g. In that mode, three nodes
were selected as the hub for ( = 0:2;  = 3:85) and
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( = 0:6;  = 3:85), and the eighteenth node was
selected as the hub in other values of and .
The coordinate points of applicants, nh and nhmt,
in the cases of (nh > nhmt) and (nh < nhmt) are shown
in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The computational
results included the entrant's pro t, the incumbent's
income, and environmental costs induced by speed,
which are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
In Tables 2 and 3, the rst column shows the
discount factor and the second column presents the
sensitivity parameter of the LM. Moreover, the third
column shows the Best-Known Solutions (BKS), obtained from the best case of GA. The fourth column
shows the average solution of GA. More data such
as EP, which is the objective function, Incumbent
Income (II), and Environmental Costs Caused by Speed
(ECCS) are presented due to depiction of their behaviors according to the average. Column Dev (%) shows
the deviation between the BKS and other solutions.
In particular, the column under the heading AVG
reports the deviation between the BKS and the average

Figure 4. The coordinates of the entrant's nodes and the
incumbent's nodes in (nh > nhmt).

Figure 5. The coordinates of the entrant's nodes and the
incumbent's nodes in (nh < nhmt).
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solution determined by GA. Also, the column WST
presents the deviation between the BKS and the GA
worst-case solution. It should be noted that in Table
3, the Dev in more cases is zero due to the use of only
one hub in the network. Therefore, nding a solution
is easier than other cases. It seems that the GA has
obtained an optimal solution in these cases.
As shown in Tables 2 and 3, in (nh > nhmt), the
entrant's pro t declines by increasing the values of
and ; however, in (nh < nhmt), the entrant's pro t for
all values of and  is 1:1698 except in two cases. As
a result, in a problem with this assumption, the number
of hubs used by the entrant must exceed that of the
incumbent hubs. Also, in (nh > nhmt), the entrant's
pro t is only greater than the incumbent's income in
 = f3:85; 5:78g for all values of . In other words,
the entrant can make more pro ts than the incumbent
when customer sensitivity to price is low. A description
of the results is given in Figure 6.
As shown in all charts of Figure 6, with a change
of the objective function to  in (nh > nhmt), the
entrant's pro t declines upon increasing the customer
sensitivity to the price for all discount values between
hubs.
Figure 7 demonstrates entrant pro t decreased by
increasing . According to Figure 8(a), the entrant's
pro t takes a declining process and the incumbent's
income takes an incremental process when increases
(nh > nhmt) and  = 7:7. It should be noted
that in  = 7:7, the entrant's pro t is always lower
than that of the incumbent, and as mentioned, the
entrant's pro t in  = f3:85; 5:78g is higher than
the incumbent's income. It should be noted that the
entrant's pro t is shown in the axis on the left and
the incumbent income in the axis on the right. Also,
according to Figure 8(b), the entrant's pro t remains
unchanged ( 1:1698) by increasing in (nh < nhmt)
and  = 7:7, and the incumbent's income takes an incremental trend. In general, the entrant's pro t is less
than the incumbent income, as shown in Figure 8(a).
A comparison of the incumbent's income in the
two modes of (nh > nhmt) and (nh < nhmt) is shown
in Figure 9. As can be seen, the incumbent's income
in (nh < nhmt) is more than the incumbent's income
in (nh > nhmt). It is obvious because the incumbent's
ability to serve is greater than that of the entrant in
(nh < nhmt). As a result, the incumbent gains a larger
market share and generates more revenues.
Figure 10 shows that the environmental costs
incurred by speed are signi cantly lower in the mode of
(nh > nhmt) than the mode (nh < nhmt) for di erent
and . As shown in this gure, the changes in 
and do not result in descending or ascending changes
in environmental costs. As expected, in (nh > nhmt),
the number of links between non-hubs to hubs is less
than (nh < nhmt). Instead of these links, the network
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Table 2. Computational results in (nh > nhmt).
Average
Dev (%)

BKS
EP
II
ECCS
AVG WST

0.2

3.85
5.78
7.7
9.63
11.55
15.36

2.2215
1.1940
0.6752
0.3217
0.1381
{0.1264

2.2125
1.1890
0.6684
0.3215
0.1366
{0.1273

0.8335
0.8329
0.8345
0.8352
0.8344
0.8319

0.5171
0.5243
0.4832
0.5508
0.5463
0.5122

0.4051
0.4188
1.0086
0.0560
1.1007
0.7041

1.0232
1.2870
1.8518
0.4791
1.8838
1.6124

0.4

3.85
5.78
7.7
9.63
11.55
15.36

2.2302
1.1601
0.6606
0.3276
0.1071
{0.1515

2.2081
1.1568
0.6527
0.3273
0.1065
{0.1519

0.8829
0.8845
0.886
0.8844
0.8845
0.8865

0.5591
0.4769
0.5526
0.4447
0.4775
0.5398

0.9909
0.2845
1.2035
0.1068
0.5509
0.2442

1.5312
0.4541
1.4274
1.0216
0.8566
1.3766

0.6

3.85
5.78
7.7
9.63
11.55
15.36

2.2065
1.1802
0.6431
0.3454
0.1391
0.1231

2.1935
1.1704
0.6431
0.3428
0.1377
0.1216

0.9355
0.9369
0.9337
0.9355
0.9333
0.9366

0.5591
0.4769
0.5526
0.4447
0.4775
0.5398

0.5892
0.8304
0.0031
0.7672
0.9849
1.2023

1.1655
1.2014
0.2146
1.0013
1.3014
1.6102

0.8

3.85
5.78
7.7
9.63
11.55
15.36

2.1153
1.1826
0.6434
0.3057
0.0858
{0.1010

2.1011
1.1783
0.6388
0.3036
0.0853
{0.1017

0.9877
0.9904
0.9904
0.9851
0.9887
0.9865

0.5635
0.5577
0.5337
0.4808
0.4602
0.5035

0.6713
0.3636
0.7196
0.6771
0.6294
0.6731

0.9172
0.5274
1.0079
0.8104
1.0591
0.9124

1

3.85
5.78
7.7
9.63
11.55
15.36

2.2076
1.1279
0.6378
0.33
0.1006
{0.1284

2.1817
1.1252
0.6374
0.3264
0.0998
{0.1298

1.0376
1.0376
1.0366
1.0389
1.0367
1.035

0.4746
0.6007
0.4663
0.4921
0.4353
0.5874

1.1732
0.2394
0.0659
1.1061
0.7753
1.0746

1.5241
0.6474
0.2063
1.4248
1.2113
1.8124

Note: BKS: Best-Known Solution; EP: Entrant Pro t; II: Incumbent Income;
ECCS: Environmental Costs Caused by Speed; AVG: Average solutions that found;
WST: Worst-case solution that found.

used hub links. Therefore, in the obtained results for
(nh > nhmt), the model causes fewer environmental
costs. Furthermore, the trends in (nh > nhmt) and
(nh < nhmt) may be the same for each except in two
cases (i.e., = 0:2,  = 5:78 and = 0:6,  = 5:78).
To show the solution convergence in the proposed GA,
an instance for (nh > nhmt) with 25 nodes, = 0:2
and  = 3:85 is solved. Figure 11 describes this
convergence plot, and Figure 12 shows its solution.

5. Discussion
The design of hub networks with the price decision
variable is an issue that has been researched rarely
in the literature. In this research, a model that
integrates pricing and HLP with environmental costs

in the competitive market is presented. Computational
experiments demonstrate the eciency of our model in
small-sized instances. For large-sized instances, GA is
proposed to nd an optimal or near-optimal solution
with a reasonable computational e ort. Tables 2 and 3
show the GA performance. Moreover, the proposed GA
explores the hub network and nds feasible solutions.
Once a valid hub con guration is found, the pricing
problem is solved for this network and the optimal
ows and prices are found. Therefore, the performance
of GA is dependent on the obtained hub network.
Moreover, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to
gain a preliminary understanding of how the entrant's
or incumbent's pro t or income is a ected by some
changes in parameters such as the number of hubs.
The results show when the entrant's hubs out-
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Table 3. Computational results in (nh < nhmt).
Average
Dev (%)

BKS
EP
II
ECCS
AVG WST

0.2

3.85
5.78
7.7
9.63
11.55
15.36

{0.0754
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698

{0.0766
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698

1.4426
1.4411
1.4391
1.4412
1.4450
1.4462

0.6903
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784

1.5968
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

2.2541
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.4

3.85
5.78
7.7
9.63
11.55
15.36

{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698

{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698

1.5336
1.5310
1.5306
1.5373
1.5301
1.5306

0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.6

3.85
5.78
7.7
9.63
11.55
15.36

{0.7498
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698

{0.7687
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698

1.6185
1.6285
1.6216
1.6198
1.6195
1.6188

0.6903
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784

2.5206
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

3.5142
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.8

3.85
5.78
7.7
9.63
11.55
15.36

{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698

{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698

1.7113
1.7078
1.7123
1.7110
1.7065
1.7109

0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

1

3.85
5.78
7.7
9.63
11.55
15.36

{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698

{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698
{1.1698

1.7970
1.7964
1.7945
1.794
1.7976
1.7950

0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784
0.8784

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Note: BKS: Best-Known Solution; EP: Entrant Pro t; II: Incumbent Income;
ECCS: Environmental Costs Caused by Speed; AVG: Average solutions that found;
WST: Worst-case solution that found.

number incumbent's hubs (nh > nhmt), the entrant's
pro t drops with an increase in  for all values of . In
both (nh > nhmt) and (nh < nhmt) modes for an exact
, the incumbent's income rises by increasing and
in the second mode (nh < nhmt), the incumbent earns
much more income than that in the rst mode because
of using more hubs and decreasing the transportation
costs. However, the entrant's pro t is xed in the

second state and this is because the algorithm only
selects the node f18g from the potential hub nodes
f11; 14; 18g for all values of and ; as a result,
the entrant's pro t does not change. The reason why
the algorithm selects just the node f18g as a hub
can be the lack of capacity constraint for hubs or
hub arcs. In other words, if lower bound and upper
bound were considered for the capacity of each hub
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Figure 6. The objective function changes with variation in the customer's sensitivity to the price at di erent .

Figure 7. The objective function changes with variation
of the discount factor at  = 7:7.

node or an upper bound was considered for all arcs,
the only node f18g was not selected as a hub. Also,
due to the failure to consider the coverage limit, it
is possible that one non-hub node be assigned to the
hub farther away through two hubs. For example, for
= 0:2 and  = 3:85, the distance between the nonhub node f22g and the hub node f18g is more than
the distance between the non-hub node f22g and the
hub node f11g; however, the node f22g is assigned
the hub node f18g. This issue can convert hub nodes

Figure 8. Entrant's pro t and the incumbent's income by
changing the discount factor between hubs at  = 7:7.
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Figure 9. The incumbent income versus discount factor
between hubs at  = 7:7.

into mini-hub and major-hub. It should also be noted
that in (nh > nhmt), the entrant's pro t is only in
 = f3:85; 5:78g more than the incumbent's income;
in other words, incumbent gets a major share of
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the market by increasing customer's sensitivity to the
entrant's prices and accordingly, its income increases.
Finally, the environmental costs caused by the speed
of the entrant's vehicles in (nh < nhmt) are more than
(nh > nhmt), which could be because of distance and
vehicle speed. Thus, the entrant requires more hubs
than the incumbent to reduce environmental costs and
increase the pro ts.
According to the literature of hub location, there
is a discount factor between two hub nodes. In the
rst mode (nh > nhmt), the total costs, time, and the
number of trips are reduced, although the xed cost of
using more hubs is added to the total costs.
Finally, in the two modes (nh > nhmt) and
(nh < nhmt), we select entrant's and incumbent's
hub nodes based on the map and the best coverage

Figure 10. Environmental costs caused by the speed in (nh > nhmt) and (nh < nhmt).
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Figure 11. Convergence plot for (nh > nhmt) with 25
nodes:

= 0:2 and  = 3:85.

The results show that the larger the number of potential entrant's hubs than the incumbent, the lower
the entrant's gain as the discount factor between hub
nodes increases. Therefore, managers should consider
this important observation on their decision making.
Also, if the number of potential entrant's hub is
higher than the incumbent, for all discount factors, the
customer's pro tability decreases upon increasing the
price sensitivity. In each price sensitivity coecient,
the incumbent's income increases as the discount factor
increases, and the incumbent income is higher when the
number of incumbent's hub is more than the potential
entrant's hub. Finally, when the number of the
potential entrant's hub is more than the incumbent's
hub, the environmental costs of the entrant are less
than another case; thus, the entrant must use more
hubs than the incumbent to reduce environmental costs
and increase pro ts.
Moreover, in this research, customer choice behavior was modeled based on an Logit Model (LM).
This behavior depends only on the price of each path.
To ensure greater compatibility with the real world,
this study can be conducted using a multinomial LM.
Furthermore, in this model, customer behavior can be
a ected by the transportation time or the number of
stops (hubs), in addition to the price. Also, an interesting future research direction is to consider a capacity
for hubs and hub arc threshold. Also, further studies
regarding the role of other metaheuristic algorithms for
larger size instances would be worthwhile.
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